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Preface
Basic College Mathematics, Fifth Edition was written to provide a solid founda-
tion in the basics of college mathematics, including the topics of whole numbers, 
fractions, decimals, ratio and proportion, percent, and measurement as well as in-
troductions to geometry, statistics and probability, and algebra topics. Specific care 
was taken to make sure students have the most up-to-date relevant text preparation 
for their next mathematics course or for nonmathematical courses that require an 
understanding of basic mathematical concepts. I have tried to achieve this by writ-
ing a user-friendly text that is keyed to objectives and contains many worked-out 
examples. As suggested by AMATYC and the NCTM Standards (plus Addenda), 
real-life and real-data applications, data interpretation, conceptual understanding, 
problem solving, writing, cooperative learning, appropriate use of technology, men-
tal mathematics, number sense, estimation, critical thinking, and geometric concepts 
are emphasized and integrated throughout the book.

The many factors that contributed to the success of the previous editions have 
been retained. In preparing the Fifth Edition, I considered comments and sugges-
tions of colleagues, students, and many users of the prior edition throughout the 
country.

What’s New in the Fifth Edition?

•  The Martin-Gay Program has been revised and enhanced with a new de-
sign in the text and MyMathLab® to actively encourage students to use the 
text, video program, Video Organizer, and Student Organizer as an inte-
grated learning system.

•  The New Video Organizer is designed to help students take notes and 
work practice exercises while watching the Interactive Lecture Series 
videos (available in MyMathLab and on DVD). All content in the Video 
Organizer is presented in the same order as it is presented in the videos, 
making it easy for students to create a course notebook and build good 
study habits.

– Covers all of the video examples in order.

– Provides ample space for students to write down key definitions and 
properties.

– Includes “Play” and “Pause” button icons to prompt students to follow 
along with the author for some exercises while they try others on their 
own.

The Video Organizer is available in a loose-leaf, notebook-ready format. It 
is also available for download in MyMathLab.

•  Vocabulary, Readiness & Video Check questions have been added prior to 
every section exercise set. These exercises quickly check a student’s under-
standing of new vocabulary words. The readiness exercises center on a stu-
dent’s understanding of a concept that is necessary in order to continue to 
the exercise set. New Video check questions for the Martin-Gay Interactive 
Lecture videos are now included in every section for each learning objec-
tive. These exercises are all available for assignment in MyMathLab and 
are a great way to assess whether students have viewed and understood the 
key concepts presented in the videos.

•  New Student Success Tips Videos are 3- to 5-minute video segments designed 
to be daily reminders to students to continue practicing and maintaining good 
organizational and study habits. They are organized in three categories and 

xi



are available in MyMathLab and the Interactive Lecture Series. The catego-
ries are:

 1. Success Tips that apply to any course in college in general, such as Time 
Management.

 2. Success Tips that apply to any mathematics course. One example is based 
on understanding that mathematics is a course that requires homework 
to be completed in a timely fashion.

 3. Section- or Content-specific Success Tips to help students avoid com-
mon mistakes or to better understand concepts that often prove chal-
lenging. One example of this type of tip is how to apply the order of 
operations to simplify an expression.

•  Interactive DVD Lecture Series, featuring your text author (Elayn Martin-
Gay), provides students with active learning at their own pace. The videos 
offer the following resources and more:

A complete lecture for each section of the text highlights key examples 
and exercises from the text. “Pop-ups” reinforce key terms, definitions, 
and concepts.

An interface with menu navigation features allows students to quickly 
find and focus on the examples and exercises they need to review.

Interactive Concept Check exercises measure students’ understanding 
of key concepts and common trouble spots.

New Student Success Tips Videos.

•  The Interactive DVD Lecture Series also includes the following resources 
for test prep:

The Chapter Test Prep Videos help students during their most teachable 
moment—when they are preparing for a test. This innovation provides 
step-by-step solutions for the exercises found in each Chapter Test.  
For the Fifth Edition, the chapter test prep videos are also available on 
YouTube™. The videos are captioned in English and Spanish.

The Practice Final Exam Videos help students prepare for an end-of-course 
final. Students can watch full video solutions to each exercise in the Practice 
Final Exam at the end of this text.

•   The Martin-Gay MyMathLab course has been updated and revised to 
provide more exercise coverage, including assignable video check ques-
tions and an expanded video program. There are section lecture videos for 
every section, which students can also access at the specific objective level; 
Student Success Tips videos; and an increased number of watch clips at the 
exercise level to help students while doing homework in MathXL. Sug-
gested homework assignments have been premade for assignment at the 
instructor’s discretion.

•  New MyMathLab Ready to Go Courses (access code required) provide stu-
dents with all the same great MyMathLab features that you’re used to, but 
make it easier for instructors to get started. Each course includes preas-
signed homework and quizzes to make creating your course even simpler. 
Ask your Pearson representative about the details for this particular course 
or to see a copy of this course.

Key Pedagogical Features

The following key features have been retained and/or updated for the Fifth Edition 
of the text:

Problem-Solving Process This is formally introduced in Chapter 1 with a four-step 
process that is integrated throughout the text. The four steps are Understand, Translate, 
Solve, and Interpret. The repeated use of these steps in a variety of examples shows 
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their wide applicability. Reinforcing the steps can increase students’ comfort level 
and confidence in tackling problems.

Exercise Sets Revised and Updated The exercise sets have been carefully exam-
ined and extensively revised. Special focus was placed on making sure that even- and 
odd-numbered exercises are paired and that real-life applications were updated.

Examples Detailed, step-by-step examples were added, deleted, replaced, or up-
dated as needed. Many examples reflect real life. Additional instructional support is 
provided in the annotated examples.

Practice Exercises Throughout the text, each worked-out example has a parallel 
Practice exercise. These invite students to be actively involved in the learning pro-
cess. Students should try each Practice exercise after finishing the corresponding 
 example. Learning by doing will help students grasp ideas before moving on to other 
concepts. Answers to the Practice exercises are provided at the bottom of each page.

Helpful Hints Helpful Hints contain practical advice on applying mathematical 
concepts. Strategically placed where students are most likely to need immediate 
 reinforcement, Helpful Hints help students avoid common trouble areas and  mistakes.

Concept Checks This feature allows students to gauge their grasp of an idea as it 
is being presented in the text. Concept Checks stress conceptual understanding at 
the point-of-use and help suppress misconceived notions before they start. Answers 
appear at the bottom of the page. Exercises related to Concept Checks are included 
in the exercise sets.

Mixed Practice Exercises In the section exercise sets, these exercises require stu-
dents to determine the problem type and strategy needed to solve it just as they 
would need to do on a test.

Integrated Reviews This unique, mid-chapter exercise set (and notes where 
 appropriate) helps students assimilate new skills and concepts that they have 
learned separately over several sections. These reviews provide yet another oppor-
tunity for students to work with “mixed” exercises as they master the topics.

Vocabulary Check This feature provides an opportunity for students to become 
more familiar with the use of mathematical terms as they strengthen their verbal 
skills. These appear at the end of each chapter before the Chapter Highlights. 
 Vocabulary, Readiness & Video exercises provide practice at the section level.

Chapter Highlights Found at the end of every chapter, these contain key defini-
tions and concepts with examples to help students understand and retain what they 
have learned and help them organize their notes and study for tests.

Chapter Review The end of every chapter contains a comprehensive review of top-
ics introduced in the chapter. The Chapter Review offers exercises keyed to every sec-
tion in the chapter, as well as Mixed Review exercises that are not keyed to sections.

Chapter Test and Chapter Test Prep Videos The Chapter Test is structured to 
include those exercises that involve common student errors. The Chapter Test Prep 
Videos gives students instant access to a step-by-step video solution of each exer-
cise in the Chapter Test.

Cumulative Review This review follows every chapter in the text (except  
Chapter 1). Each odd-numbered exercise contained in the Cumulative Review is an 
earlier worked example in the text that is referenced in the back of the book along 
with the answer.
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Writing Exercises  These exercises occur in almost every exercise set and re-
quire students to provide a written response to explain concepts or justify their 
thinking.

Applications Real-world and real-data applications have been thoroughly updat-
ed, and many new applications are included. These exercises occur in almost every 
exercise set and show the relevance of mathematics and help students gradually and 
continuously develop their problem-solving skills.

Review Exercises These exercises occur in each exercise set (except in Chapter 1) 
and are keyed to earlier sections. They review concepts learned earlier in the text 
that will be needed in the next section or chapter.

Exercise Set Resource Icons Located at the opening of each exercise set, these 
icons remind students of the resources available for extra practice and support:

See Student Resources descriptions on page xv for details on the individual resources 
available.

Exercise Icons These icons facilitate the assignment of specialized exercises and 
let students know what resources can support them.

  DVD Video icon: exercise worked on the Interactive DVD Lecture Series.

   Triangle icon: identifies exercises involving geometric concepts.

  Pencil icon: indicates a written response is needed.

     Calculator icon: optional exercises intended to be solved using a scientific 
or graphing calculator.

Group Activities Found at the end of each chapter, these activities are for indi-
vidual or group completion, and are usually hands-on or data-based activities that 
extend the concepts found in the chapter, allowing students to make decisions and 
interpretations and to think and write about algebra.

Optional: Calculator Exploration Boxes and Calculator Exercises The optional 
Calculator Explorations provide keystrokes and exercises at appropriate points  
to give students an opportunity to become familiar with these tools. Section exer-
cises that are best completed by using a calculator are identified by  for ease of 
assignment.
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Student and Instructor Resources

Student ReSouRceS

Student Organizer

Guides students through the 3 main components of study-
ing effectively—notetaking, practice, and homework.

The Organizer includes before-class preparation  
exercises, notetaking pages in a 2-column format for use 
in class, and examples paired with exercises for practice 
for each section. Includes an outline and questions  
for use with the Student Success Tip Videos. It is  
3-hole-punched.

Available in loose-leaf, notebook-ready format and  
in MyMathLab.

Student Solutions Manual

Provides completely worked-out solutions to the  
odd-numbered section exercises; all exercises in the 
Integrated Reviews, Chapter Reviews, Chapter Tests,  
and Cumulative Reviews

Interactive DVD Lecture Series Videos

Provides students with active learning at their pace.  
The videos offer:

•	A complete lecture for each text section. The 
 interface allows easy navigation to examples and 
exercises students need to review.

•	Interactive Concept Check exercises

•	Student Success Tips Videos

•	Practice Final Exam

•	Chapter Test Prep Videos

Video Organizer

Designed to help students take notes and work practice 
exercises while watching the Interactive Lecture Series 
videos.

• Covers all of the video examples in order.

• Provides ample space for students to write down 
key definitions and rules.

• Includes “Play” and “Pause” button icons to prompt 
students to follow along with the author for some 
exercises while they try others on their own.

• Includes Student Success Tips Outline and 
Questions

Available in loose-leaf, notebook-ready format and in 
MyMathLab. Answers to exercises available to instructors 
in MyMathLab.

InStRuctoR ReSouRceS

Annotated Instructor’s Edition

Contains all the content found in the student edition,  
plus the following:

• Answers to exercises on the same text page

• Teaching Tips throughout the text placed at key 
points

Instructor’s Resource Manual with Tests and  
Mini-Lectures

• Mini-lectures for each text section

• Additional practice worksheets for each section

• Several forms of test per chapter—free response 
and multiple choice

• Answers to all items

Instructor’s Solutions Manual 
TestGen® (Available for download from the IRC)

Instructor-to-Instructor Videos—available in the 
Instructor Resources section of the MyMathLab course.

Online Resources 
MyMathLab® (access code required)

MathXL® (access code required)
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National Zoo annual budget, 329
pelican beak measurements, 436
pet food costs, 349
pheasant speed, 728
sheep population, 26
sloth travel time, 198
termite nest height, 472
threatened mammal species in 

selected  countries, 170
threatened species estimation, 

21–22, 43
trout weights, 206, 211, 229
wasp nest diameter, 516
whale weights, 322
wire needed for horse corral, 295

Astronomy/space
Adler Museum planetarium 

volume, 544
Apollo launch gantry height, 561
astronaut James A. Lovell 

spaceflight information, 271
comet tails, 309
commercial space launches 

worldwide, 589
distance between Earth and 

Moon, 14, 273
distance between Earth and 

Sun, 282
distance of planets from Sun, 

113, 309, 313

Hayden Planetarium dome 
volume, 544

Hubble mirror defect, 301
Mir Space Station orbit  

altitude, 14
moon crater diameter, 472
ozone hole shrinkage, 35
planet average surface 

 temperatures, 635, 655
planet day lengths, 119, 260
planet orbits, 44, 251, 260
planet radius/diameter calcula-

tions, 32, 281, 516
planets with moons, 238
solar eclipse durations, 212, 228
space shuttle cargo compart-

ment volume, 694
weight of person on Earth, 72

Automotive/motor vehicles
auto thefts, 374
car color, 165, 166, 365, 576
car mileage by categories, 320
car ownership costs, 265, 269, 

280
car price increases, 405
car rental unit price, 326
cars manufactured in Germany 

and Spain, 730
car speed, 730
CUV sales in U.S., 350
gas mileage calculations, 32, 167, 

169, 227, 241, 252, 293, 331, 
347, 357

gasoline mixtures, 343
motorcycle sales, 26
motor vehicle exports, 369
passenger vehicle sales, 170, 314
purchase price covered by 

trade-in, 138
race car speeds and gas  

mileage, 252
truck hauling rates, 72
truck speed, 730
vehicles produced in North 

America, 26

Aviation
aircraft in FedEx air fleet, 161
airport arrivals/departures, 38
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Aviation (continued)
Boeing 747 cruising speed, 472
flight time calculations, 195
flying distance between  

cities, 728
fuel used per hour, 775
helium content of Goodyear 

blimps, 14, 83
passenger cost to travel by 

plane, 329

Business
assembly-line defective 

 products, 329
Barnes & Noble operating 

loss, 637
best-buy prices, 415, 433, 694
better-buy prices, 356, 535, 775
billable hours, 405
bolts inspected, 402
brand values, 44
Burger King restaurants 

 worldwide, 44
commission calculations, 410, 

414, 425, 428, 429, 431, 628
commission rate, 411, 413
consumer price index, 352
customers ordering lunch at 

restaurant, 231
defective pantyhose in  

batches, 324
discount amount, 411–412, 414, 

428, 429, 431, 496, 775
earnings before deductions,  

756, 757
employee reduction, 406
estimated total costs, 46
Gap Corporation stores 

 worldwide, 27
Hallmark employees in  

Kansas City, 138
hourly pay, 84, 427
hours worked at furniture 

store, 619
IKEA employees by region, 122
jewelry prices, 159
Kohl’s stores in California and 

Texas, 729
Macy’s department stores 

sales, 84
markup, 731
net income calculations, 647, 

664
online sales, 189, 220

percent off, 374
PetSmart employee numbers, 84
price after discount, 102
price difference between  

items, 46
Procter & Gamble sales, 45
production numbers, 403
purchase price before tax,  

413, 429
revenue, 702
Ritz-Carlton hotel locations, 137
Safeway-owned store  

locations, 138
salary increases, 405
sale price, 36, 411–412, 425, 428, 

431, 496, 775
sales decrease, 496
sales tax calculations, 377, 

409–410, 412–413, 424–425, 
427, 628

selling price, 414
separate cost calculations,  

725, 730
shared earnings, 68
Target sales categories, 181
Target store locations, 27, 84, 324
tipping calculations, 415
total cost before taxes, 107
total cost of several items, 85, 

86, 105, 109
total earnings, 102
total price, 412–413, 415,  

424–425, 427, 431, 628
T-shirt costs by size, 59
unit rate/price, 326–331, 333, 353, 

356, 358, 359, 577
U.S. trade balance, 655
wholesale cost, 731
work hours required to com-

plete order, 159, 360, 758, 775
work shifts at McDonald’s, 137

Chemistry/physics
alloy composition, 431, 775
boiling temperatures of 

 elements, 639
calories burned/needed during 

activities, 480–483, 491, 494
carbon subnitride burning 

 temperature, 478
converting BTUs to foot-

pounds, 480, 482, 491, 494
decibel levels of common 

sounds, 37

energy required for lifting, 479, 
481, 482–483, 491, 494

melting points of elements, 664
oxygen supply rates provided by 

lawns, 349
radio wave travel distance, 282
saline solution amounts, 490, 

757, 758
weight conversions, 449–450, 

453, 629, 775

Demographics/populations
armed forces population, 

595–596
coaches and scouts employed in 

U.S., 407
dietitians employed in  

U.S., 407
employees in service-industry 

jobs, 350
executives age 40, 366
fastest growing occupations, 

371, 422
fraction of employees who are 

men/women, 119
full-time workers in U.S., 399
hospital beds per  

population, 757
Iceland’s population, 13
Maori population of  

New Zealand, 152
movie/television business with 

100 or fewer employees, 403
Native American population, 

729
part-time workers in U.S., 

399–400
population increases/decreases/

densities, 44, 102, 260, 401, 
404, 405, 407, 424, 431, 601

population of largest  
cities, 588

population of sheep vs. people in 
New Zealand, 26

population over age 65, 60, 406
population projections/esti-

mates, 25, 36, 102, 276, 328, 
406, 590

restaurant owners in entry-level 
positions, 377

states with federal Indian 
 reservations, 120

tourist numbers projected for 
China and Spain, 729
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unemployed population in  
U.S., 370

U.S. city and state populations, 
152

U.S. population under age 
18, 370

U.S. states designated as 
 “commonwealths,” 324

veterinarians focusing on 
horses, 377

veterinarians in private  
practice, 377

violent crime decreases, 427
visitors to carnivals, fairs, 

 festivals, 14
visitors to U.S. by region, 

593–594, 625
volunteer activities in U.S., 370
world population by  

continent, 378

Education
associate degrees awarded, 406
bachelor degrees awarded, 406
book costs at college, 403
book measurements, 447
class enrollment, 72
classroom floor space per 

 student, 347
college enrollment, 44, 398, 403
college enrollment increase, 46
college library reading 

 promotion, 39
college majors, 139, 149
college students’ Internet 

use, 369
college students’ living 

 arrangements, 597
college students living at home, 

680
college students’ spending 

 categories, 221
college students’ use of 

time, 180
daycare attendance, 402
exercises completed in  

30 minutes, 577
faculty percent increase, 496
favorite subjects of students 

ages 10 to 17, 199
freshmen in high school,  

398–399
full and associate professor 

salaries, 332

grade point averages, 604, 607, 
621, 626

Head Start enrollment  
increase, 46

high school teachers in U.S., 407
law school applications, 346
library books available, 328
math enrollments, 427
math quiz scores, 602
maze completion experi-

ment, 603
number of freshman students, 

119, 577
number of sophomore  

students, 120
number of students on bus, 152
percent of students who are 

freshmen, 365
persons completing 4 or more 

years of college, 618
public school enrollment, 331
public schools in U.S., 103
scholarship applicants to 

Yale,  401
student government  

fundraiser, 38
student government presiden-

tial elections, 38
students living at home, 366
teacher salaries, 79–80
teachers’ taxable income, 257
test scores, 46, 137, 625–626
textbook costs, 58, 259
time spent on homework/ 

studying, 235, 239
total semester bill, 86
tuition costs, 104, 406
universities with largest 

 enrollments, 728

Electronics/computers
Apple MacBook thinness, 259
cable TV system percent 

 decrease, 406
CD track length, 472
cell phone towers in U.S., 407
characters per line of print on 

computer, 59
computer board assembly 

rates, 330
computer chip measure-

ments, 228
computer disk storage  

capacity, 293

cost of blank CDs, 79
cost of DVD players, 79, 361
defective components, 405
digital camera measurements, 151
diskette width, 472
DVD storage capacity, 314
Facebook usage, 101
Great Internet Mersenne Prime 

Number Search, 14
height of stack of CDs, 491
Internet usage, 85–86, 101, 407
iPhone area, 281
iPhone measurements, 270
iPod measurements, 269, 282
megabytes of information held 

by CDs and DVDs, 54, 59
patents granted to Apple 

Inc., 129
personal computers in use by 

country, 730
pixel calculations, 59
printer cartridge weights, 315
printer pages per minute, 54
printer paper amounts, 348
printer shipments, 69
smartphone ownership, 152
smartphone sales in U.S., 350
song download card sharing, 171
video and CD sales  

decreases, 637
video games costs, 728
word processor speed, 346
Xbox 360 costs, 728

Finance, general
bank costs, 105
coin values, 272–273
compound interest, 418, 419, 

421, 425, 428, 431
investment interest, 417, 418, 

420, 428, 429
monthly payment calculations, 

419, 421
national debt of France, 16
simple interest, 416, 420, 421, 

425, 428, 429, 431, 628, 681, 
694, 735

stock market losses, 664
stock prices, 169
tax return preparation times, 211
tax revenue from travel 

 industry, 45
tipping calculations, 415
U.S. annual inflation rate, 624
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Finance, personal
car payments, 358
change back from purchase, 268
checking account balance, 85, 

304, 591, 654, 676, 679
credit card balance, 295, 654
dividend received, 403
electronically filed tax returns 

per year, 719
investment yield, 358
loan payments, 85, 310, 677
monthly budget, 620
online spending per month, 600
pay calculations, 405
rent expenditures, 374
savings account balances, 36, 

103, 681

Food/nutrition
apple usage, 231
bruised tomatoes in  

shipment, 324
calories from fat, 149, 404–405
calories in food items, 84, 328
calories in milk types, 406
calories in tea, 348
candy weight, 213, 489, 494
canned foods packing calcula-

tions, 105, 432
cheesecake calories, 84
cheese in recipe, 226
cheese pallet packing 

 calculations, 58
chocolate-consuming countries, 

271–272
cholesterol in food, 350
cilantro in recipe, 239
cocoa bean storage, 279
coffee drinking rate of 

adults, 360
cola liter-to-quarts  

conversion, 491
combined weight of ground 

round, 315
cookies mailing weight, 451
cost of each of several items, 311
dried fruit preservative 

amounts, 457
fat content, 58, 59, 104, 159, 280
fiber content of selected  

foods, 589
flour amount ordered/ 

received, 490

flour in recipe, 150, 228, 348, 351, 
496, 757

food order cost comparisons, 85
food sales in U.S. annually, 589
Girl Scout cookie sales, 199
hamburger meat calculations, 206
homemade ice cream brine 

solution, 350
honey amounts in recipe, 176–177
hot dogs consumed in U.S., 84
ice cream amounts eaten per 

year, 323
ice cream cones sold, 401
ice cream cone volume, 543
iced tea remaining at party, 490
maple syrup weights, 490
milk beverage types  

consumed, 602
milk in recipe, 351
M&Ms color distribution, 598
nacho chips unit price, 327
olive oil calories, 58
ounces of soda in case, 314
oven setting conversion, 491
peaches (canned) weight, 236
picante sauce unit price, 326
pizza measurements, 694
pizza preferences, 426
preference rate for Coke and 

Pepsi, 348
punch ingredients, 239
rice weights, 457
soft drink bottle/carton  

weights, 457
soft drink consumption by teen-

age males, 76
soup stock recipe amounts, 490
sugar calories, 109
sugar in candy bar, 308
sugar in recipe, 180, 226, 350, 757
sunflower serving weights, 457
tuna (canned) calories, 84
turkey price per pound, 293
unit prices for food items, 

330–331
vitamin A content in cherries, 370

Geography/geology
aluminum prices, 159
aluminum production in  

China, 377
area of Yellowstone National 

Park, 83

Black Canyon depth/width, 446
Colorado area calculations, 54
common city names in U.S., 83
countries with small land  

areas, 322
creek sediment, 446
dam heights, 36, 601
dams by continent, 599
deep-sea diving depths, 646,  

676, 679
depths below Earth’s  

surface, 675
elevation changes, 677, 679
elevation differences, 654, 679
Grand Canyon depth/width, 446
highest/lowest elevations,  

651, 654
highest point in selected  

states, 14
lake elevations, 638, 654,  

676, 679
land area of continents, 597
Meteor Crater, Arizona, 

 distance around, 525
Mississippi River Basin 

 drainage, 35
mountain heights, 15, 25, 36, 46, 

73, 301, 323, 636, 656, 675
national monuments, 137
national parks, 135, 139, 200, 

221, 279
ocean measurements/depths, 

199, 446, 599, 636, 637, 648, 
656, 664, 679

pond ice thickness, 446
river lengths, 77–78, 242
states adjacent to other states, 141
surface areas of continents, 181
tornadoes for a single day in 

U.S., 330
uranium production in  

Canada, 377
U.S. boundary calculations, 84
Utah area calculations, 535
wildfires in U.S., 587–588, 708
Wyoming area calculations, 54

Geometry
area of circle, 530–532, 682, 694
area of geometric figures, 169, 

230, 528–529, 531, 569, 572, 
741, 742

area of parallelogram, 682
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area of rectangle, 54, 57–59, 
86, 104, 105, 109, 228, 281, 
302, 432, 447, 474, 489, 495, 
686, 690, 693–695, 711, 736, 
740, 774

area of square, 86, 91, 94, 106, 
107, 314, 711, 736

area of triangle, 299, 302, 310, 
313, 627, 741, 742

circle measurements, 238
circumference of circle, 277, 280, 

282, 309, 313, 521, 524, 526
circumference of geometric 

figures, 525
diameter of circle, 150, 742
diameter of sphere, 516
inner diameter measure-

ments, 199
inner diameter of circle, 228
Khafre’s Pyramid angles, 507
magic squares, 672
outer diameter of circle, 228
partial lengths and widths, 199
perimeter of geometric figures, 

20, 24, 95, 102, 170, 179, 198, 
212, 230, 236, 241, 242, 478, 
519–520, 522–524, 545, 570, 
572, 574, 693, 742

perimeter of parallelogram,  
198, 671

perimeter of pentagon, 421
perimeter of rectangle, 25, 

27, 47, 57, 82, 109, 151, 160, 
166, 167, 171, 176, 179, 198, 
229, 235, 236, 238, 241, 421, 
432, 478, 517, 577, 627, 671, 
686, 774

perimeter of square, 27, 94, 109, 
160, 176, 179, 229, 236, 269, 
309, 314, 421, 478, 518, 575, 
671, 681, 690

perimeter of triangle, 20, 47, 
179, 198, 269, 309, 313, 478, 
518–519, 671, 690, 694

radius of circle, 150
radius of sphere, 516
ratio calculations, 320, 322–324, 

333, 358, 359, 496, 577, 627, 
742, 774

side lengths of geometric 
 figures, 238, 295

unknown lengths, 223–224

Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
wall angles, 507

volume conversion, 775
volume of ball, 538–539, 682
volume of birdbath, 542
volume of block of ice, 543
volume of box, 222–223, 228, 

474, 538, 542, 573, 682, 694
volume of circular cylinder, 

539–540, 542, 544, 570, 571
volume of cone, 540, 542
volume of cube, 735
volume of ice chest, 543
volume of snow globe, 543
volume of solid figures, 541–542, 

545, 570, 573, 575
volume of sphere, 542
volume of square-based pyra-

mid, 540, 542, 543, 570
volume of suitcase, 231
volume of waffle ice cream 

cone, 543

Home improvement
area of wall, 533
baseboard around room, 575
board length measurements, 

183, 195, 211, 228, 239, 241, 
438, 447

bookcase shelving, 229
bricks laid per minute, 330
bricks needed for building, 534
carpet needed for room, 570
cleaning solution ingredients, 228
clock circumference, 521
copper tubing requirements, 229
deck post depth to be buried, 150
deck railing measurements, 271
desk measurements, 562
doorway height, 281
driveway sealant needed, 570
dust and dirt trapped by 

lawns, 329
fencing requirements, 25, 518, 

523
fertilizer needed, 277, 289, 293, 

311, 344–345, 347, 496
floor tiles needed, 447
garden length, 80–81
garden wall/border measure-

ment, 226, 271
gas/oil ratio for equipment, 350
grass seed needed, 534

gutter measurements and 
costs, 25

house cleaning, 236
insecticide needed for lawn,  

313, 575
insulation for attic floor, 533
invisible fence wire needed, 25
irrigation device circumfer-

ence,  521
land dimensions, 552
lawn dimensions, 741
metal strip around work-

bench, 523
paint costs, 109, 775
paint needed for walls, 289,  

292, 344
perimeter of room, 519–520
perimeter of square table-

top, 518
pesticide coverage of gar-

den, 357
pipe length, 228
plywood stacking, 234
room perimeter, 694
screw depth, 149
sheetrock stacking, 229
shelf paper measurements, 236
shingles needed for trapezoid-

shaped roof, 534
sidewalk length, 549
sidewalk measurements, 194
sidewalk width, 150
spa circumference, 521
volume of air in room, 573
volume of 3 drawers in 

chest, 571
wallpaper border/strip costs, 

520, 524
window area, 536

Medicine/health
allergy shot reaction times, 69
aspirin usage, 181, 369
blood cholesterol levels, 36
blood type calculations, 138–

139, 301, 323, 371, 624
body surface area calcula-

tions,  473
body temperature conver-

sion, 476, 494
bone components, 371
crutch adjustments, 211
drug dosage ranges, 474
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Medicine/health (continued)
drug/medicine dosage calcu-

lations, 159, 293, 343–344, 
350–351, 628

drug testing results, 614
eyeglass cost, 269
female veterinarians in private 

practice, 403
fluid intake measurements, 26
height measurements for adults, 

265–266,  
281, 625

height measurements for chil-
dren, 472, 776

home health aide earnings, 83
hospital beds per population, 

757
human index finger length, 349
ibuprofen tablet weights, 472
lung weight differences, 472
medication amounts for pur-

chase, 472
medications per emergency 

room visit, 350
muscles used to smile and 

frown, 84
nurse shortages, 729
nurses needed in Florida, 398
nursing job openings due to 

retirement, 398
organ transplant patients in 

U.S., 13
physician assistant employment 

projections, 403
pulse rates, 607
rehabilitation using treadmill, 159
skin weight, 472
sneeze speed, 472
sodium recommendation per 

week, 86
Sudafed strength measure-

ments, 457
veterinarian employment 

 projections, 403
veterinarians in private practice, 

377
vitamin C tablet weights, 472
waist measurement, 150
weight measurements for adults, 

442, 446, 457
weight measurements for chil-

dren, 451
wrist measurement, 150

Miscellaneous
amount and percent increase, 406
antenna height, 552
apartments in building 

 calculations, 58
area covered by house on lot, 80
area of concrete block, 533
area of double roll of wallpaper, 

533
area of page in book, 533
area of table mat, 533
area of watch face, 533
art dealer inventory, 120
bar soap unit price, 327
books in stack, 229
boxes of crayons used, 293
building heights, 556, 560, 571
card suit choosing outcomes, 614
cement weight per bag, 454
charity fund drive collections, 

427
choosing colored marbles from 

a bag, 120
choosing numbers from a 

bag, 626
circular rug area, 694
city block diagonal length, 552
clothing design material re-

quirements, 156, 227
coal delivery amounts, 457
coin production by U.S. Mint, 122
coin production times, 231
coins metal composition, 227, 377
coin toss outcomes, 609, 610, 

617–618, 621
consumer spending catego-

ries, 241
crayon usage, 329
Crazy Horse sculpture dimen-

sions, 445
days in March, 119
die rolling outcomes, 609, 610, 

613, 614, 622, 626, 629, 682
digital camera preferences, 576
drinking glass packing calcula-

tions, 107
elevator allowable weight per 

person, 454
elevator speed, 348
Empire State Building height, 

350
fabric on bolt of cloth, 488
flagpole height, 447

fountain height, 560
framing material needed, 488
frayed sash cord lengths, 447
fundraiser collections, 623
furniture costs, 259
gift paper measurements, 236
glass needed in picture 

frame, 533
grain waste in American 

homes, 377
grocery scanning rate, 330
Habitat for Humanity affili-

ates, 329
Heifer International locations, 

122
households with cell phones 

only, 369
households with landlines only, 

369
human chain length, 47
Internet searches about restau-

rant foods, 370
land measurements, 534, 552
legality of fireworks in states, 120
letter choosing outcomes, 612
mail volume, 46, 221
mail weight, 239
marble color choosing out-

comes, 611, 613, 622, 629
material needed for drapery 

panels, 533
material needed for scarves, 494
metal strip lengths, 156
microwave oven ownership, 427
mural measurements, 322
Nobel Prize winners per coun-

try, 74
number of times “Are we there 

yet?” asked  during road 
trips, 599

number-then-vowel choosing 
outcomes, 612

oil prices, 309
oil remaining in drum, 493
pages remaining to read in 

book, 35
paper money life expectancy, 227
paper recycling, 370
park dimensions, 562
pay before taxes, 280
paychecks received in one 

year, 85
penny abolishment survey, 377
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Pentagon’s outer wall, 137
piano practice times, 176, 211
picture frame measurements, 694
plastic pipe lengths, 211
postal revenue from each 

item, 86
postal service delivery rates, 269
postcard length, 447
price comparisons, 109
print area on page, 561
proofreading pages, 102
proportion calculations,  

339–340, 356, 358, 359
public television licensees, 122
PVC pipe needed for  

project, 166
radio station formats, 303
redwood log cutting lengths, 447
ribbon lengths, 239
room cleaning times, 211
rope length measurements, 72, 

438–439, 446
scarf lengths, 236, 442
seats in lecture hall, 58
Seattle Space Needle height, 560
shadow cast by flagpole, 561
shadow cast by tree, 561
shipping boxes needed, 292
shipping orders, 78–79
shoe polish amounts, 490
soil needed to fill hole, 575
song downloads for each 

 person, 69
spinner outcomes, 612–613, 621, 

622, 626
stacked boxes depth, 446
Statue of Liberty measure-

ments, 211, 349, 446
swimming pool measurements, 

322
tall buildings by continent, 620
tanning lotion applications, 348
tea bags produced in one day, 60
text messages sent monthly, 270
time spent in personal care 

activities, 269
total cost of an order for 

DVDs,  55
total land area, 105
tower height, 575
tree section lengths, 447
types of books at library, 598
typing speeds, 406

UPS delivery fleet, 15
UPS tracking requests per 

day, 14
U.S. flag measurements, 230
Vietnam Veterans Memorial 

wall length, 494
waiting time at post office, 251
waste disposal budget, 374
waste dumping charges, 427
water bills, 257
wedding expenditures, 308, 403
weight conversions, 449–450, 

453, 629
window washing calculations, 61
wireless-only households, 301
words per book estimates, 55
working parents’ time spent car-

ing for others, 221

Politics
Congressmen who were Boy 

Scouts, 37
electoral votes Florida vs. 

 California, 727
electoral votes Ohio vs. South 

Carolina, 727
presidents born in Ohio, 119
registered voters in Delaware, 328
rulers in Liechtenstein, 728
rulers in Norway, 728
votes cast per candidate, 738
votes in presidential election, 103

Real estate
acreage for single-family homes, 

224–225
commission calculations, 377, 

410, 414, 415,  
577, 730

fencing needed for lot, 520
home loan interest, 420
home prices, 405
home value changes, 428
house sale profits, 82
land purchases, 238
lots per acre, 227
new home construction, 618
seller’s profit, 730
selling price of house, 414

Recreation/entertainment
Appalachian Trail mileage by 

state, 397
best-selling albums in U.S., 589

card game scores, 646, 647, 661
favorite music types, 624
Ferris wheel measurements, 281
film ratings, 141, 332
films released in 3-D and 2-D, 323
frequent moviegoer population  

of U.S./Canada, 403
independent films released, 323
indoor cinema sites in U.S., 407
kite stick lengths, 447
Lego bricks sales, 83
lottery winnings, 72, 78, 82, 

328, 329
Monopoly money require-

ments,  83
movie attendance, 149
movie screen area, 694
movie ticket costs, 105, 270
museum attendance, 16, 84
music industry revenue, 407
music video shipments value, 261
Netflix revenue, 279
opening day film income, 15
play attendance increase, 401
Razor scooters, 83
roller coaster rides, 260, 279
roller coasters per amusement 

park, 146
television households, 251
ticket prices and sales, 55, 59, 

315, 407
tickets sold per moviegoer, 329
top grossing American movies, 

261, 355
top-grossing concert tour, 329
triangular sail dimensions, 571
TV actors’ incomes per show 

episode, 757, 758
U.S. theater screens by type, 182
video game ratings, 138

Sports
artificial climbing wall height, 405
artificial turf needed to cover 

football field, 169
average baseball player’s salary, 

45, 107, 329
baseball caps sold, 137
baseball field foul lines, 523
baseball hits, 348
baseball home run distance, 523
baseball’s Hank Aaron career 

RBIs, 26
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Sports (continued)
basketball baskets made/ 

attempted, 346
basketball court measurements/

area, 322, 690, 694
basketball free throws attempt-

ed/made, 165, 369, 426, 680
basketball points scored, 44, 61, 

294, 729, 741
birth dates of track stars, 27
Boston Marathon participation, 

36, 259
car racing speeds, 261, 293
distance across baseball 

 diamond, 571
female/male Marathon  

finishers, 324
football field measurements, 

549, 552
football field perimeter, 523
football passes completed/ 

attempted, 357
football points scored, 15, 84, 

294, 729, 741
football punt length, 260
football touchdowns made, 73
football yards lost/gained, 664, 

677, 702
gold medals awarded at 

 Summer Olympics, 324
golf course distance between 

holes, 72
golf scores, 591, 647, 661, 676
golf shirt costs, 105
group admission price, 405
gymnast’s beam width, 471
gymnast’s rings height from 

floor, 471
Indy Car track lengths, 252
mainsail proportions, 323
medals awarded during  Summer 

Olympics, 619
New York Yankees World 

 Series wins, 332
NFL Super Bowl points scored, 

591–592
pole vault record, 228
polo field measurements, 561
race car speeds and gas mileage, 

252, 269
race runners, women vs. men, 

741, 776
races won by Porsche, 301
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on board, 351
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 Vocabulary Check
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 Chapter Review

 Chapter Test

The Whole Numbers 1

Whole numbers are the 
basic building blocks of 
mathematics. The whole 
numbers answer the 
question “How many?”

This chapter covers 
basic operations on whole 
numbers. Knowledge of 
these operations provides 
a good foundation on 
which to build further 
mathematical skills.

Sections

1.1 Study Skill Tips for Success 
in Mathematics

1.2 Place Value, Names for 
Numbers, and Reading 
Tables

1.3 Adding Whole Numbers 
and Perimeter

1.4 Subtracting Whole 
Numbers

1.5 Rounding and Estimating

1.6 Multiplying Whole 
Numbers and Area

1.7 Dividing Whole Numbers

Integrated Review—
Operations on Whole 
Numbers

1.8 An Introduction to 
Problem Solving

1.9 Exponents, Square Roots, 
and Order of Operations

1

Instructor

MyMathLab and MathXL Video Organizer

Student Organizer Interactive Lecture Series

A Selection of Resources for Success in This 
Mathematics Course

Textbook

For more information about the resources illustrated above, read Section 1.1.
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Objectives

 Get Ready for This  
Course. 

 Understand Some  
General Tips for Success. 

 Know How to Use This  
Text. 

 Know How to Use Video 
and Notebook Organizer 
Resources. 

 Get Help as Soon as  
You Need It. 

 Learn How to Prepare  
for and Take an Exam. 

 Develop Good Time 
Management. 

Before reading Section 1.1, you might want to ask yourself a few questions.

 1. When you took your last math course, were you organized? Were your notes 
and materials from that course easy to find, or were they disorganized and hard 
to find—if you saved them at all?

 2. Were you satisfied—really satisfied—with your performance in that course? In 
other words, do you feel that your outcome represented your best effort?

If the answer is “no” to these questions, then it is time to make a change. Changing 
to or resuming good study skill habits is not a process you can start and stop as you 
please. It is something that you must remember and practice each and every day. To 
begin, continue reading this section.

Objective  Getting Ready for This Course 
Now that you have decided to take this course, remember that a positive attitude will 
make all the difference in the world. Your belief that you can succeed is just as im-
portant as your commitment to this course. Make sure you are ready for this course 
by having the time and positive attitude that it takes to succeed.

Make sure that you are familiar with the way that this course is being taught. 
Is it a traditional course, in which you have a printed textbook and meet with an 
instructor? Is it taught totally online, and your textbook is electronic and you  
e-mail your instructor? Or is your course structured somewhere in between these 
two methods? (Not all of the tips that follow will apply to all forms of instruction.)

Also make sure that you have scheduled your math course for a time that will 
give you the best chance for success. For example, if you are also working, you may 
want to check with your employer to make sure that your work hours will not con-
flict with your course schedule.

On the day of your first class period, double-check your schedule and allow 
yourself extra time to arrive on time in case of traffic problems or difficulty locat-
ing your classroom. Make sure that you are aware of and bring all necessary class 
materials.

Objective  General Tips for Success 
Below are some general tips that will increase your chance for success in a mathe-
matics class. Many of these tips will also help you in other courses you may be taking.

Most important! Organize your class materials. In the next couple pages, many 
ideas will be presented to help you organize your class materials—notes, any hand-
outs, completed homework, previous tests, etc. In general, you MUST have these 
materials organized. All of them will be valuable references throughout your course 
and when studying for upcoming tests and the final exam. One way to make sure 
you can locate these materials when you need them is to use a three-ring binder. 
This binder should be used solely for your mathematics class and should be brought 
to each and every class and/or lab. This way, any material can be immediately in-
serted in a section of this binder and will be there when you need it.

Form study groups and/or exchange names and e-mail addresses. Depending 
on how your course is taught, you may want to keep in contact with your fellow 
students. Some ways of doing this are to form a study group—whether in person or 
through the Internet. Also, you may want to ask if anyone is interested in exchang-
ing e-mail addresses or any other form of contact.

2

MyMathLab® and MathXL®

When assignments are turned 
in online, keep a hard copy of 
your complete written work. 
You will need to refer to 
your written work to be able 
to ask questions and to study 
for tests later.

1.1   Study Skill Tips for Success  
in Mathematics 
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Choose to attend all class periods. If possible, sit near the front of the classroom. 
This way, you will see and hear the presentation better. It may also be easier for you 
to participate in classroom activities.

Do your homework. You’ve probably heard the phrase “practice makes perfect” 
in relation to music and sports. It also applies to mathematics. You will find that the 
more time you spend solving mathematics exercises, the easier the process becomes. 
Be sure to schedule enough time to complete your assignments before the due date 
assigned by your instructor.

Check your work. Review the steps you took while working a problem. Learn 
to check your answers in the original exercises. You may also compare your an-
swers with the “Answers to Selected Exercises” section in the back of the book. 
If you have made a mistake, try to figure out what went wrong. Then correct 
your mistake. If you can’t find what went wrong, don’t erase your work or throw 
it away. Show your work to your instructor, a tutor in a math lab, or a classmate. 
It is easier for someone to find where you had trouble if he or she looks at your 
original work.

Learn from your mistakes and be patient with yourself. Everyone, even your 
instructor, makes mistakes. (That definitely includes me—Elayn Martin-Gay.) Use 
your errors to learn and to become a better math student. The key is finding and 
understanding your errors.

Was your mistake a careless one, or did you make it because you can’t read your 
own math writing? If so, try to work more slowly or write more neatly and make a 
conscious effort to carefully check your work.

Did you make a mistake because you don’t understand a concept? Take the 
time to review the concept or ask questions to better understand it.

Did you skip too many steps? Skipping steps or trying to do too many steps 
mentally may lead to preventable mistakes.

Know how to get help if you need it. It’s all right to ask for help. In fact, it’s a 
good idea to ask for help whenever there is something that you don’t understand. 
Make sure you know when your instructor has office hours and how to find his or 
her office. Find out whether math tutoring services are available on your campus. 
Check on the hours, location, and requirements of the tutoring service.

Don’t be afraid to ask questions. You are not the only person in class with ques-
tions. Other students are normally grateful that someone has spoken up.

Turn in assignments on time. This way, you can be sure that you will not lose 
points for being late. Show every step of a problem and be neat and organized. Also 
be sure that you understand which problems are assigned for homework. If allowed, 
you can always double-check the assignment with another student in your class.

Objective  Knowing and Using Your Text 
Flip through the pages of this text or view the e-text pages on a computer screen. 
Start noticing examples, exercise sets, end-of-chapter material, and so on. Every text 
is organized in some manner. Learn the way this text is organized by reading about 
and then finding an example in your text of each type of resource listed below. 
Finding and using these resources throughout your course will increase your chance 
of success.

	 •	 Practice Exercises. Each example in every section has a parallel Practice exer-
cise. As you read a section, try each Practice exercise after you’ve finished the 
corresponding example. Answers are at the bottom of the page. This “learn-
by-doing” approach will help you grasp ideas before you move on to other 
concepts.

	 •	 Symbols at the Beginning of an Exercise Set. If you need help with a particular 
section, the symbols listed at the beginning of each exercise set will remind you 
of the resources available.

MyMathLab® and MathXL®

If you are completing your 
homework online, it’s impor-
tant to work each exercise 
on paper before submitting 
the answer. That way, you can 
check your work and follow 
your steps to find and correct 
any mistakes.

MyMathLab® and MathXL®

Be aware of assignments 
and due dates set by your in-
structor. Don’t wait until the 
last minute to submit work 
online.

MyMathLab® and MathXL®

If you are doing your home-
work online, you can work 
and re-work those exercises 
that you struggle with until 
you master them. Try work-
ing through all the assigned 
exercises twice before the 
due date.
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4 Chapter 1  I  The Whole Numbers

 •	 Objectives. The main section of exercises in each exercise set is referenced by an 
objective, such as  or , and also an example(s). There is also often a sec-
tion of exercises entitled “Mixed Practice,” which is referenced by two or more 
objectives or sections. These are mixed exercises written to prepare you for your 
next exam. Use all of this referencing if you have trouble completing an assign-
ment from the exercise set.

 •	 Icons (Symbols). Make sure that you understand the meaning of the icons that 
are beside many exercises.  tells you that the corresponding exercise may be 
viewed on the video Lecture Series that corresponds to that section.  tells you 
that this exercise is a writing exercise in which you should answer in complete 
sentences.  tells you that the exercise involves geometry.

 •	 Integrated Reviews. Found in the middle of each chapter, these reviews offer you 
a chance to practice—in one place—the many concepts that you have learned 
separately over several sections.

 •	 End-of-Chapter Opportunities. There are many opportunities at the end of each 
chapter to help you understand the concepts of the chapter.
Vocabulary Checks contain key vocabulary terms introduced in the chapter.
Chapter Highlights contain chapter summaries and examples.
Chapter Reviews contain review problems. The first part is organized section by 
section and the second part contains a set of mixed exercises.
Chapter Tests are sample tests to help you prepare for an exam. The Chapter 
Test Prep Videos found in the Interactive Lecture Series, MyMathLab, and 
YouTube provide the video solution to each question on each Chapter Test.
Cumulative Reviews start at Chapter 2 and are reviews consisting of material 
from the beginning of the book to the end of that particular chapter.

 •	 Student Resources in Your Textbook. You will find a Student Resources section 
at the back of this textbook. It contains the following to help you study and 
 prepare for tests:
Study Skill Builders contain study skills advice. To increase your chance for suc-
cess in the course, read these study tips and answer the questions.
Bigger Picture—Study Guide Outline provides you with a study guide outline 
of the course, with examples.
Practice Final provides you with a Practice Final Exam to help you prepare for 
a final.

 •	 Resources to Check Your Work. The Answers to Selected Exercises section pro-
vides answers to all odd-numbered section exercises and to all integrated re-
view, chapter review, chapter test, and cumulative review exercises. Use the 
Solutions to  Selected Exercises to see the worked-out solution to every other 
odd-numbered exercise.

Objective  Knowing and Using Video and Notebook 
Organizer Resources 

Video Resources
Below is a list of video resources that are all made by me—the author of your text, 
Elayn Martin-Gay. By making these videos, I can be sure that the methods pre-
sented are consistent with those in the text.

 •	 Interactive DVD Lecture Series. Exercises marked with a  are fully worked 
out by the author on the DVDs and within MyMathLab. The lecture series pro-
vides approximately 20 minutes of instruction per section and is organized by 
Objective.

MyMathLab®

In MyMathLab, you have ac-
cess to the following video 
resources:

• Lecture Videos for each 
section

• Chapter Test Prep Videos

Use these videos provided by 
the author to prepare for class, 
review, and study for tests.
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 •	 Chapter Test Prep Videos. These videos provide solutions to all of the Chapter 
Test exercises worked out by the author. They can be found in MyMathLab, the 
Interactive Lecture series, and You Tube. This supplement is very helpful before 
a test or exam.

 •	 Student Success Tips. These video segments are about 3 minutes long and are 
daily reminders to help you continue practicing and maintaining good organiza-
tional and study habits.

 •	 Final Exam Videos. These video segments provide solutions to each question. 
These videos can be found within MyMathLab and the Interactive Lecture Series.

Notebook Organizer Resources
The resources below are in three-ring notebook ready form. They are to be inserted 
in a three-ring binder and completed. Both resources are numbered according to 
the sections in your text to which they refer.

 •	 Video Organizer. This organizer is closely tied to the Interactive Lecture  
(Video) Series. Each section should be completed while watching the lecture 
video on the same section. Once completed, you will have a set of notes to ac-
company the Lecture (Video) Series section by section.

 •	 Student Organizer. This organizer helps you study effectively through note- 
taking hints, practice, and homework while referencing examples in the text and 
examples in the Lecture Series.

Objective  Getting Help 
If you have trouble completing assignments or understanding the mathematics, get 
help as soon as you need it! This tip is presented as an objective on its own because 
it is so important. In mathematics, usually the material presented in one section 
builds on your understanding of the previous section. This means that if you don’t 
understand the concepts covered during a class period, there is a good chance that 
you will not understand the concepts covered during the next class period. If this 
happens to you, get help as soon as you can.

Where can you get help? Many suggestions have been made in this section on 
where to get help, and now it is up to you to get it. Try your instructor, a tutoring 
center, or a math lab, or you may want to form a study group with fellow classmates. 
If you do decide to see your instructor or go to a tutoring center, make sure that you 
have a neat notebook and are ready with your questions.

Objective  Preparing for and Taking an Exam 
Make sure that you allow yourself plenty of time to prepare for a test. If you think 
that you are a little “math anxious,” it may be that you are not preparing for a test in 
a way that will ensure success. The way that you prepare for a test in mathematics is 
important. To prepare for a test:

 1. Review your previous homework assignments.
 2. Review any notes from class and section-level quizzes you have taken. (If this is 

a final exam, also review chapter tests you have taken.)
 3. Review concepts and definitions by reading the Chapter Highlights at the end 

of each chapter.
 4. Practice working out exercises by completing the Chapter Review found at the 

end of each chapter. (If this is a final exam, go through a Cumulative Review. 
There is one found at the end of each chapter except Chapter 1. Choose the 
review found at the end of the latest chapter that you have covered in your 
course.) Don’t stop here!

MyMathLab® 
and MathXL®

Review your written work 
for previous assignments. 
Then, go back and re-work 
previous assignments. Open 
a previous assignment, and 
click Similar Exercise to gen-
erate new exercises.  Re-work 
the exercises until you fully 
understand them and can 
work them without help 
features.

MyMathLab® 
and MathXL®

• Use the Help Me Solve 
This button to get step-by-
step help for the exercise 
you are working. You will 
need to work an addi-
tional exercise of the same 
type before you can get 
credit for having worked it 
correctly.

• Use the Video button to 
view a video clip of the 
author working a similar 
exercise.
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6 Chapter 1  I  The Whole Numbers

 5. It is important that you place yourself in conditions similar to test conditions 
to find out how you will perform. In other words, as soon as you feel that you 
know the material, get a few blank sheets of paper and take a sample test. There 
is a Chapter Test available at the end of each chapter, or you can work selected 
problems from the Chapter Review. Your instructor may also provide you with 
a review sheet. During this sample test, do not use your notes or your textbook. 
Then check your sample test. If your sample test is the Chapter Test in the text, 
don’t forget that the video solutions are in MyMathLab, the Interactive Lecture 
Series, and YouTube. If you are not satisfied with the results, study the areas 
that you are weak in and try again.

 6. On the day of the test, allow yourself plenty of time to arrive at where you will 
be taking your exam.

When taking your test:

 1. Read the directions on the test carefully.
 2. Read each problem carefully as you take the test. Make sure that you answer 

the question asked.
 3. Watch your time and pace yourself so that you can attempt each problem on 

your test.
 4. If you have time, check your work and answers.
 5. Do not turn your test in early. If you have extra time, spend it double-checking 

your work.

Objective  Managing Your Time 
As a college student, you know the demands that classes, homework, work, and 
family place on your time. Some days you probably wonder how you’ll ever get ev-
erything done. One key to managing your time is developing a schedule. Here are 
some hints for making a schedule:

 1. Make a list of all of your weekly commitments for the term. Include classes, 
work, regular meetings, extracurricular activities, etc. You may also find it 
helpful to list such things as laundry, regular workouts, grocery shopping, etc.

 2. Next, estimate the time needed for each item on the list. Also make a note 
of how often you will need to do each item. Don’t forget to include time 
estimates for the reading, studying, and homework you do outside of your 
classes. You may want to ask your instructor for help estimating the time 
needed.

 3. In the exercise set that follows, you are asked to block out a typical week on the 
schedule grid given. Start with items with fixed time slots like classes and work.

 4. Next, include the items on your list with flexible time slots. Think carefully 
about how best to schedule items such as study time.

 5. Don’t fill up every time slot on the schedule. Remember that you need to allow 
time for eating, sleeping, and relaxing! You should also allow a little extra time 
in case some items take longer than planned.

 6. If you find that your weekly schedule is too full for you to handle, you may 
need to make some changes in your workload, classload, or other areas of 
your life. You may want to talk to your advisor, manager or supervisor at work, 
or someone in your college’s academic counseling center for help with such 
decisions.
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1.1 Exercise Set

 1. What is your instructor’s name?  2. What are your instructor’s office location and office 
hours?

 3. What is the best way to contact your instructor?  4. Do you have the name and contact information of 
at least one other student in class?

 23. Chapter Reviews are found at the end of each chap-
ter. Find the Chapter 1 Review and explain how you 
might use it and how it might be helpful.

 21. How far in advance of the assigned due date is it 
suggested that homework be submitted online? 
Why?

 22. Chapter Highlights are found at the end of each 
chapter. Find the Chapter 1 Highlights and explain 
how you might use it and how it might be helpful.

 19. What and where are Integrated Reviews?  20. How many times is it suggested that you work 
through the homework exercises in MathXL® 
 before the submission deadline?

 17. What answers are contained in this text and where 
are they?

 18. What are Study Skill Tips of the Day and where are 
they?

 15. When might be the best time to work a Practice 
exercise?

 16. Where are the answers to Practice exercises?

 13. What does the  icon in this text mean?  14. Search the minor columns in your text. What are 
Practice exercises?

 11. What does the  icon in this text mean?  12. What does the  icon in this text mean?

 9. List some steps that you can take if you begin hav-
ing trouble understanding the material or com-
pleting an assignment. If you are completing your 
homework in MyMathLab® and MathXL®, list the 
resources you can use for help.

 10. How many hours of studying does your instructor 
advise for each hour of instruction?

 7. Is there a tutoring service available on campus? If 
so, what are its hours? What services are available?

 8. Have you attempted this course before? If so, write 
down ways that you might improve your chances of 
success during this attempt.

 5. Will your instructor allow you to use a calculator in 
this class?

 6. Why is it important that you write step-by-step solu-
tions to homework exercises and keep a hard copy 
of all work submitted online?

 24. Chapter Tests are found at the end of each chapter. 
Find the Chapter 1 Test and explain how you might 
use it and how it might be helpful when preparing 
for an exam on Chapter 1. Include how the Chapter 
Test Prep Videos may help. If you are working in 
MyMathLab® and MathXL®, how can you use 
 previous homework assignments to study?

 25. What is the Video Organizer? Explain the contents 
and how it might be used.

 26. What is the Student Organizer? Explain the 
 contents and how it might be used.

 27. Read or reread objective  and fill out the sched-
ule grid on the next page.
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8 Chapter 1  I  The Whole Numbers

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

4:00 a.m.

5:00 a.m.

6:00 a.m.

7:00 a.m.

8:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

12:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

10:00 p.m.

11:00 p.m.

Midnight

1:00 a.m.

2:00 a.m.

3:00 a.m.

Objectives

 Find the Place Value of a 
Digit in a Whole Number. 

 Write a Whole Number in 
Words and in Standard  
Form. 

 Write a Whole Number in 
Expanded Form. 

 Read Tables. 

1.2   Place Value, Names for Numbers, 
and Reading Tables 

The digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 can be used to write numbers. For example, the 
whole numbers are

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, c

and the natural numbers are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, c
The three dots 1c2 after each 11 means that these lists continue indefinitely. 

That is, there is no largest whole number. The smallest whole number is 0. Also, 
there is no largest natural number. The smallest natural number is 1.

Objective  Finding the Place Value of a Digit  
in a Whole Number 

The position of each digit in a number determines its place value. For example, the dis-
tance (in miles) between the planet Mercury and the planet Earth can be represented 
by the whole number 48,337,000. Next is a place-value chart for this whole number.
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Mercury
Earth

48,337,000
miles
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The two 3s in 48,337,000 represent different amounts because of their different 
placements. The place value of the 3 on the left is hundred-thousands. The place 
value of the 3 on the right is ten-thousands.

Practice 1–3
Find the place value of the digit 
8 in each whole number.
1. 38,760,005
2. 67,890
3. 481,922

Objective  Writing a Whole Number in Words  
and in Standard Form 

A whole number such as 1,083,664,500 is written in standard form. Notice that com-
mas separate the digits into groups of three, starting from the right. Each group of 
three digits is called a period. The names of the first four periods are shown in red.
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801 3 6 6 4 5 0 0

Billions Millions Thousands Ones

Periods

 Examples   Find the place value of the digit 3 in each whole number.

 Work Practice 1–3

Answers

1. millions  2. hundreds

3. ten-thousands

Writing a Whole Number in Words

To write a whole number in words, write the number in each period followed 
by the name of the period. (The ones period is usually not written.) This same 
procedure can be used to read a whole number.

For example, we write 1,083,664,500 as

 one billion,

 eighty-three million,

 six hundred sixty-four thousand,

 five hundred

" " " "

Notice the commas 
after the name of each period.

1. 396,418
 c
hundred-thousands

2. 93,192
  c
thousands

3. 534,275,866
  c
ten-millions




